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Elections*are*a*great*time*to*talk*about*the*strengths*and*challenges*our*cities*face*and*the*vision*
for*our*community.*While*candidates*spend*lots*of*time*talking*about*jobs,*the*economy,*and*
education,*they*rarely*talk*about*arts*and*culture*as*part*of*their*vision.*Seeing*the*need*to*make*
arts*and*culture*part*of*the*discussion,*MASSCreative*launched*Create*the*Vote,*a*nonpartisan*
public*education*campaign*to*raise*awareness*and*support*for*the*arts*among*voters*and*
candidates*running*for*public*office.**
*
In*2013,*MASSCreative*organized*the*first*Create*the*Vote*campaign*during*Boston’s*mayoral*
election.*The*campaign*hit*a*big*benchmark*when*Boston*Mayor*Marty*Walsh*delivered*on*his*
campaign*commitment*to*build*an*arts*community*in*Boston*and*hired*a*cabinetKlevel*position*for*
the*arts.*In*2014,*Create*the*Vote*went*statewide*to*elevate*arts*and*culture*in*the*election*for*a*
new*MA*governor*and*state*legislature.*
*
Our*Create*the*Vote*Campaign*Toolkit*provides*the*tools*for*any*municipality*to*run*a*nonpartisan*
public*education*campaign*to*raise*arts*and*culture*in*the*conversation*around*elections.*
*
Create*the*Vote*aims*to:*

• Tell*the*story*of*arts*and*culture*and*the*impact*we*have*on*the*City**
• Educate*the*candidates*about*arts*and*culture*
• Educate*voters*about*arts*and*culture*
• Strengthen*the*creative*community*in*the*City*

*
Here!is!the!menu!of!actions!you!can!choose!from*

• Develop*a*1*page*narrative*on*the*city’s*arts*and*cultural*community*
• Issue*a*candidate*questionnaire*
• Hold*individual*sitKdown*meetings*with*candidates*
• Hold*a*public*candidate*forum*on*arts*and*culture*
• Ask*arts*and*culture*questions*at*public*events**
• Publicize*candidates’*platforms*online*and*through*social*media*
• Gather*Arts*Matter*pledges,*pictures,*videos,*stories*from*voters*
• Get*out*the*arts*vote*through*emails,*calls,*postcards*
• Get*media*coverage*through*OpKEds,*Editorials,*letters*to*the*editor,*articles!

!
Attached!materials:!

• 1*page*narrative*(Pg.*2)*
• Candidate*questionnaire*(Pg.*3)*
• Agenda*for*individual*candidate*meetings*(Pg.*4)*
• Forum*questions*(Pg.*5)*
• Arts*Matter*questions*(Pg.*6)*
• Sample*web*and*social*media*publicizing*platforms*(Pg.*7)*
• Arts*Matter*pledge,*pictures,*videos*(Pg.*8)*
• Get*out*the*vote*email*(Pg.*9)*
• Sample*Media:*OpKEd,*Letter*to*the*editor,*Article*(Pg.*10K15)*
• Legal*documents*(Pg.*16K19)*
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Create!the!Vote!Campaign!Fact!Sheet!
!
Elections*are*a*great*time*to*talk*about*the*strengths*and*challenges*our*cities*face*and*the*vision*
for*our*community.*While*candidates*spend*lots*of*time*talking*about*jobs,*the*economy,*and*
education,*they*rarely*talk*about*arts*and*culture*as*part*of*their*vision.*Let’s*make*arts*and*
culture*part*of*the*discussion.*
*
Create*the*Vote*is*a*nonpartisan,*public*education*and*advocacy*campaign*to*raise*awareness*and*
support*for*the*arts*among*voters*and*candidates*for*public*office.*Create*the*Vote*is*made*up*of*
arts,*cultural,*and*creative*institutions*and*leaders.*
*
Create!the!Vote!is!encouraging!candidates!to:!

• DEVELOP*A*BOLD*AND*DYNAMIC*CULTURAL*POLICY*for*the*city’s*creative*community*
• FUND*arts*and*cultural*initiatives*across*the*city*
• LEAD*BY*EXAMPLE*by*convening*community*leaders*and*attending*events*

*
Did!you!know?!
*

• ART*DRIVES*THE*ECONOMY:*The*city’s*creative*sector*supports*10,000*jobs*and*brings*in*
more*than*$600M*annually.*

• ART*EDUCATES:*Arts*instruction*increases*achievement*across*all*academic*disciplines*and*
develops*the*whole*child.*Art*education*can*turn*around*failing*schools*and*reconnect*
vulnerable*and*underKresourced*students*and*their*schools.*

• ART*BUILDS*COMMUNITY:*Culture*creates*a*positive*social*environment*making*
neighborhoods*safer,*more*welcoming,*and*improving*overall*quality*of*life.*

*
What!you!can!do!!

• Share*the*news!*
We’ll*be*posting*the*candidates*questionnaires*and*platforms*online.*Follow*us*on*
Facebook*and*Twitter*so*you*can*easily*keep*up*with*news*and*share*it*with*your*circle*of*
friends,*colleagues,*and*family.*

Facebook.com/*
Twitter.com/*

• Use*your*Arts*Voice!*
Ask*the*candidates*questions*about*arts*and*culture.*Raise*your*hand,*tweet*at*the*
candidates,*email*them,*and*post*questions*to*the*Facebook*pages*about*their*positions*on*
arts,*culture,*and*creativity.*
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Questions!for!the!Mayoral!Candidates*
*
Addressing!Citywide!Issues!
Just*as*any*other*city,*Medford*faces*many*economic*and*social*issues.*Can*you*provide*examples*
on*how*you*would*integrate*the*arts,*culture,*and*creative*community*in*solving*social*problems?*
How*would*you*use*our*community*to*drive*economic*development*in*the*city?*
*
Your!Personal!Connection*
We've*all*had*defining*moments*in*our*lives.*What*personal*experience*with*arts,*culture,*or*
creativity*has*had*an*impact*on*your*life*and*your*view*of*the*community?**
*
Arts!Education!and!Programs!for!our!Youth!
Art*instruction*increases*achievement*across*all*academic*disciples*and*develops*the*whole*child.*
What*will*you*do*as*Mayor*to*champion*arts*education*with*our*youth*both*in*our*schools*and*in*
our*communities?*How*will*you*balance*the*importance*of*arts*education*with*the*constant*pull*to*
“teach*to*the*test”?*
*
The!New!Administration’s!Role!in!the!Creative!Community**
*The*City*recently*decided*to*allocate*$30,0000*to*next*year’s*budget*for*the*Medford*Arts*Council.*
Some*in*the*creative*community*are*concerned*about*the*city’s*administrative*capacity*to*
program,*support,*and*promote*activities.*Describe*how*you*will*address*these*concerns*in*the*
following*areas:*

• What*three*revenue*sources*will*you*create*or*use*to*increase*the*city’s*financial*
investment*in*the*creative*community?*

• Would*you*support*hiring*a*dedicated*staff*person*for*arts*and*culture*within*your*
administration?*

• What*are*your*program*priorities*and*where*will*the*funds*be*allocated?*
*
An!Arts!Destination!
While*Medford*is*growing*as*a*community,*the*city*has*yet*to*fully*leverage*the*strength*of*our*
arts,*culture,*and*creative*community*as*a*means*for*branding*and*attracting*residents,*employees,*
and*visitors.*How*would*you*utilize*our*community*to*make*Medford*a*place*where*people*want*
to*live,*work,*play,*and*visit.**
*
Your!Priorities!
The*start*of*a*Mayor’s*tenure*often*sets*the*Administration’s*tone*and*priorities.*When*elected,*
what*actions*will*you*take*in*your*first*100*days*to*provide*support*and*resources*to*the*creative*
community?*
* *
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Create!the!Vote!SitLDown!Meeting!with!CANDIDATE!
!
DAY,!DATE,!in!TOWN!
!
Attendees:!

• !
Goals!of!the!Meeting:!

• For*the*candidate*to*hear*stories*from*the*creative*community*about*the*impact*of*arts*and*
culture*in*the*city.*

• Impress*on*the*candidate*that*City*Hall*needs*champions*of*the*arts.*
• For*representatives*of*the*creative*community*to*hear*from*the*candidate*about*his/her*

views*and*positions*on*arts,*culture*and*creativity.*
• To*present*a*passionate*and*professional*face*of*the*creative*community.*
• To*develop*a*relationship*with*the*candidate,*so*that*if/when*s/he*becomes*the*next*Mayor*

s/he*will*look*to*Create*the*Vote*to*help*develop*and*implement*their*program.*(internal*
goal).*

Agenda!
• Agenda*Overview,*Create*the*Vote*Overview*–*(7)*
• Introductions*by*attendees*–*3K4*minute*each*to*tell*narrative*on*your*individual*story,*the*

institutions*story,*focusing*on*1K2*key*points*you*want*the*candidate*to*take*away.*(15)*
• Time*for*Candidate*to*respond*(10)*
• Question*and*Answer*(20)*

Attendees!need!to!prepare:!
• Review*candidate’s*questionnaire*
• 3K4*minute*intro*
• At*least*one*question*for*Q*and*A*session*
• Bring*your*business*card*and*organizational*materials*to*give*to*the*candidate*

* *
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Create!the!Vote!Forum!Questions!
!

• Several*of*you*have*outlined*plans*to*invigorate*and*refocus*city*arts*policy*to*build*a*more*
vibrant*and*connected*city.*What*three!specific!actions*would*you*take*in*your*first*100*
days*as*Mayor*to*provide*support*and*resources*to*the*creative*community?*
*

• Medford*is*blessed*with*a*rich*mix*of*arts*&*cultural*organizations.*Please*name*two!places*
in*the*city*where*you*have*had*personally*significant*arts*and*or*cultural*experiences.*
*

• All*of*you*agree*that*arts*education*is*an*integral*part*of*a*student’s*education.*What*
policies*would*you*implement*to*ensure*that*arts!education*is*an*integral*part*of*a*
student’s*education?*
*

• Several*candidates*have*identified*other*cities*that*could*serve*as*resultsKoriented*models*
for*increased*support*for*Medford’s*creative*community.*What*city*do*you*look*to*and*what*
specific*initiatives*would*you*adapt*for*Medford?**
*

• The*City*recently*decided*to*allocate*$30,0000*to*next*year’s*budget*for*the*Medford*Arts*
Council.*Yet,*this*falls*short*of*the*grant*needs*and*program*requests*the*Medford*Art*
Council*receives*each*year.*Please*identify*how*you*would*grow*the*arts*budget*for*the*city.*
!

• What*are*the*two*most*important*steps*you*would*take*as*mayor*to*make**Medford*a*more*
attractive*place*to*live,*work,*and*thrive*for*individual*artists*of*all*disciplines,*artistsLrun*
organizations*or*projects,*and*small!or!micro!arts*organization*with*SMALL*budgets?*
*

• We*need*a*champion*for*the*arts.*Please*finish*the*sentence:*“I*ask*for*your*vote*as*a*
champion*of*the*arts*because__________!*

* *
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Arts!Matter!Questions!

Keep*the*conversation*going*by*asking*the*candidates*questions*about*arts*and*culture.*Raise*your*
hand*at*events,*tweet*at*the*candidates,*email*them,*and*pose*questions*on*their*Facebook*pages*
about*their*positions*on*arts,*culture,*and*creativity.*Read*the*candidates'*answers*to*our*Create*
the*Vote*questionnaire.*Check*out*where*the*candidates*are*holding*public*events.**

Sample!questions!to!ask!in!person:*

What*will*you*do*as*mayor*to*champion*arts*education*for*our*youth*both*in*our*schools*and*in*
our*community?*

Can*you*provide*examples*on*how*you*would*integrate*the*arts,*culture,*and*creative*community*
in*solving*the*City’s*social*and*economic*challenges?*

How*would*you*grow*the*arts*budget*for*the*City?*

How*would*you*promote*publicKprivate*partnerships*to*support*the*creative*community?*

What*actions*do*you*see*as*the*most*critical*to*initiate*in*the*area*of*arts*and*culture*within*the*
first*100*days*of*your*administration?*

How*will*you*create*a*climate*to*encourage*working*artists*to*stay*and*work*in*Boston?*

Sample!questions!to!ask!on!social!media:*

What*will*you*do*as*mayor*to*champion*#artsed*for*youth*both*in*schools*&*in*communities?*
#ArtsMatter*#BosMayor*

Examples*of*how*you*wld*integrate*arts*&*cultural*community*in*solving*Boston’s*social*&*
economic*challenges?*#ArtsMatter*#BosMayor*

How*will*you*grow*the*arts*budget*for*Boston?*#ArtsMatter*#BosMayor*

How*would*you*promote*publicKprivate*partnerships*to*support*the*creative*community?*
#ArtsMatter*#BosMayor*

What*specific*actions*would*you*take*in*your*first*100*days*to*support*the*creative*community?*
#ArtsMatter*#BosMayor*

How*will*you*create*a*climate*to*encourage*working*artists*to*stay*&*work*in*MA?*#ArtsMatter*
#MaGov14*

*
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Sample!Web!and!Social!Media:!Publicizing!Candidates’!Platforms!
!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!

!
!
!
! !
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Arts!Matter!Pledge,!Photos,!Videos*
*

*************************** *
*
*
*

*** *********** *
! !
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Get!out!the!Vote!Emails!

For!institutions:*

Dear*–**

Tomorrow*is*Election*Day*in*Massachusetts.*

Over*the*past*eight*months,*the*Create*the*Vote*coalition*has*come*together*to*show*that*arts*
matter*in*Massachusetts*and*should*matter*in*this*election.*Together,*we’ve*created*a*big*buzz.*

Now,!we!need!to!make!sure!the!creative!community!turns!out!to!vote.**

Before*you*vote*tomorrow,*check*out*the*candidates’*positions*on*arts*and*culture*and*share*with*
friends,*family*and*fellow*voters.*See*our*sample*Get*out*the*Vote*materials.*

Don’t*know*your*polling*location?*Find*out*here.**
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Sample!Media:!OpLEd!

 
Art builds community: Let’s elect a 
Mayor who will support this 
BY MATT WILSON AND CRAIG COOGAN | OCTOBER 31, 2013 

Creativity*is*powerful.*We*know*that*it*generates*nearly*$1*billion*of*economic*activity*annually*in*
the*city*of*Boston.*We*also*know*that*it*enhances*academic*achievement.*

But*art*does*something*else*that*is*impossible*to*put*a*price*on:*it*builds*community.*Even*here*in*
Massachusetts,*the*birthplace*of*marriage*rights*for*sameKsex*couples,*we*need*vehicles*to*build*
connections*within*the*LGBT*community.*And*music*is*a*powerful*one.*

The*Boston*Gay*Men’s*Chorus*is*one*of*Boston’s*premier*arts*organizations*with*an*enviable*
artistic*pedigree.*It*has*performed*internationally*as*cultural*ambassadors*for*the*city*of*Boston.*
With*175*members*BGMC*is*one*of*the*region’s*largest*community*choruses*and*is*the*largest*
LGBT*performing*arts*group*in*New*England.*Performances*are*seen*live*by*more*than*14,000*
people*each*year.*They*have*produced*11*CDs*and*their*110*videos*have*been*seen*by*375,000*
people.*But*it*is*perhaps*even*more*impressive*for*its*collective*power*to*move*the*hearts*and*
minds*of*others.*

During*the*legislative*debates*around*civil*marriage*in*2005*and*2006,*the*Boston*Gay*Men’s*
Chorus*delivered*CDs*of*“Marry*Us”*to*state*lawmakers.*It*performs*annually*at*dozens*of*
churches,*schools,*and*businesses*through*its*outreach*efforts.*More*recently,*BGMC*sent*Russia’s*
gay*community,*stifled*under*stringent*new*persecutions,*a*video*performance*of*“Everything*
Possible,”*an*outreach*concert*staple.*

As*members*of*the*chorus*understand*better*than*most,*music*is*a*universal*language.*We*all*have*
a*soundtrack*to*our*lives.*As*we*find*that*we*have*that*in*common,*we*can*connect*when*other*
things*aren’t*able*to*get*through.*

This*is*one*of*the*many*reasons*why*we*are*working*to*elect*a*mayor*of*Boston*who*will*be*a*
champion*of*the*arts.*We*support*art*not*just*for*arts’*sake,*but*also*for*its*ability*to*build*
connection*and*community.*And*that*is*why*the*Boston*Gay*Men’s*Chorus*has*been*an*active*
member*of*the*Create*the*Vote*Coalition,*a*collaboration*of*Boston*arts,*cultural,*and*creative*
institutions*working*to*ensure*that*the*candidates*for*Mayor*develop*strong*platforms*to*support*
the*sector.*

We*want*bold*strategic*planning*from*City*Hall*that*will*integrate*the*arts*into*other*municipal*
priorities*like*economic*development,*education,*housing,*transportation,*and*public*safety.*Both*
of*the*finalists*who*will*face*off*on*November*5*have*pledged*to*be*arts*champions.*John*Connolly*
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and*Marty*Walsh*have*each*said*that*they*will*hire*a*cabinetKlevel*arts*czar*to*his*administration,*
invest*in*arts*and*cultural*initiatives,*and*create*a*strategic*plan*for*the*arts.**

It*is*up*to*voters*to*make*sure*that*the*next*Mayor*lives*up*to*this*promise.*We*will*have*a*better*
Boston*as*a*result.*

Matt!Wilson!is!the!executive!director!of!MASSCreative,!the!convening!member!of!the!Create!the!Vote!
Coalition.!Craig!Coogan!is!the!executive!director!of!the!Boston!Gay!Men’s!Chorus.!*

*
! !
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Sample!Media:!Letter!to!the!editor:!

*

City poised for a renaissance 
OCTOBER*13,*2013*
SEBASTIAN*SMEE’S*piece*on*public*art*in*Boston*could*not*have*come*at*a*more*appropriate*
moment*(“Moving*beyond*the*bronze*age,”*Page*A1,*Oct.*6).*Boston*is*poised*for*cultural*change.*
The*arts*community*is*working*more*collaboratively*than*ever*before.*We*believe*fully*that*the*
arts*sector*and*artists*are*part*of*the*solution*to*the*challenges*our*city*faces.*
*
The*candidates*for*mayor*of*Boston*have*pledged*to*be*arts*champions*who*will*hire*a*CabinetK
level*arts*czar*for*their*administration*and*create*a*strategic*vision*for*the*city’s*arts*and*cultural*
initiatives*that*is*integrated*with*other*city*priorities.*Encouraging*broader*support*for*the*arts*
and*a*more*ambitious*approach*to*public*art*will*surely*be*a*part*of*that*plan.*
*
We*agree*with*Smee’s*litmus*test*of*good*public*art:*Is*it*a*place*that*could*work*as*a*firstKdate*
meeting*spot?*We’d*like*to*believe*that*the*monumental*sculptures*to*be*found*in*East*Boston*at*
HarborArts,*the*pianos*now*scattered*throughout*the*city*as*part*of*“Play*Me,*I’m*Yours!”*by*artist*
Luke*Jerram*and*presented*by*Celebrity*Series*of*Boston,*and,*yes,*the*massive*painting*of*a*
cockroach*at*Bartlett*Yard*all*fit*the*bill.*
*
We*believe*good*public*art*inspires*conversation*and*connection.*Every*city,*including*Boston,*
could*use*more*of*that.*
*
Matt*Pollock*
*
Executive*director*
*
HarborArts*
*
Gary*Dunning*
*
Executive*director*
*
Celebrity*Series*of*Boston*
*
Boston*
! !
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Sample!Media:!Article!

 

Arts community gets mayoral 
hopefuls’ attention 

 
JOSH REYNOLDS FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE 

The Create the Vote Boston 2013 coalition plans to question the candidates 
for mayor of Boston during a Monday night forum at the Paramount 
Theatre. 

By Stephanie Ebbert | GLOBE STAFF SEPTEMBER 09, 2013 

Boston’s power constituencies typically hail from the fields of construction and real estate, 
firefighting, and law. Poets and painters do not usually register as table-thumping political 
forces with which to be reckoned. 

But the first wide-open mayor’s race in three decades has motivated Boston’s arts community 
to form a political movement unlike any in recent 
memory. Arts organizations, youth arts groups, and 
cultural institutions large and small have banded 
together to compel the candidates for mayor to 
articulate a vision for the arts in Boston. 

The Create the Vote Boston 2013 coalition also has 
been unusually frank about saying that the outgoing 
mayor never really had such a vision. While activists 
considered Mayor Thomas M. Menino a supporter of 
the arts during his 20 years in office, they didn’t see 
him a champion. 

“He’s done some great things,” said Matt Wilson, executive director of MassCreative. “But 
when you start to compare it to other cities and think about what he could have done? More 
could be done.” 

To that end, the coalition plans to grill the candidates for mayor Monday night at a forum at 
the Paramount Theatre, expected to draw hundreds. 

The forum, to be moderated by Joyce Kulhawik, president of the Boston Theater Critics 
Association, was nearly derailed when the Boston Herald booked a televised debate for the 
same night. But the newly mobilized arts activists surprised themselves by winning their first 
showdown. 
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After arts supporters fanned outrage on social media, the candidates stood by the arts 
community, and the Herald postponed the start time for its debate. 

“I’ve been in Boston long enough to know I DON’T want a bad review from @JoyceKulhawik,” 
one candidate, state Representative Martin J. Walsh, explained on Twitter. Kulhawik was a 
longtime arts critic for WBZ-TV. 

It was an unusual show of prowess for a constituency unaccustomed to having any muscle to 
flex. 

“The community is pretty timid,” said Wilson, who de- scribed the Boston arts world as “on the 
defensive.’’ Wilson himself has no experience in the arts, but three decades of experience in 
political organizing. He has worked in the environmental movement, helping neighborhoods 
mobilize politically, as a national field staff director for MoveOn.org , and as campaign director 
for Health Care For All, an advocacy organization. 

Now, Wilson is trying to teach creative people — who are not always known for their smooth 
group dynamics — to band together, think politically, and exert some influence, using their 
power in numbers. Create the Vote brings together iconic institutions like WBUR, the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra, and the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum with lesser-known initiatives 
like ZUMIX, an East Boston music and radio program for youth, the Musikavanhu Arts Gallery 
in Dudley, and the Genki Spark, an Asian women’s performance group. 

While starving artists may not seem like a powerful constituency, they do have benefactors: 
The coalition was formed by MassCreative, an organization created with funding from the 
Boston Foundation and the Barr Foundation. Arts groups also have audiences at their disposal 
to encourage to rally around their causes. Soon, theatergoers will be encouraged to finish their 
applause with text messages to politicians, Wilson said. 

The group hopes to extend its political drive into the race for governor next year, encouraging 
candidates to make arts and cultural programming a priority and to increase funding for the 
Massachusetts Cultural Council, the state agency that provides grants to individual institutions 
and artists. 

With a dozen candidates vying for votes in the Sept. 24 preliminary election for mayor, the 
coalition has compelled many to sit down for interviews and to detail their commitments to 
cultural programming in exhaustive questionnaires — eliciting some creative answers. 

John Barros proposed expanding arts in schools and creating the city staff position of “curator-
in-chief.” City Councilor John Connolly wants to work with landlords to make vacant space 
available for pop-up galleries. 

Bill Walczak said he would create a Commission for the Arts and Cultural Affairs. City 
Councilor Mike Ross has proposed requiring developers to spend 1 percent of their 
construction costs on arts funding. 

The questionnaires and interviews also gave the candidates a chance to wax poetic about their 
own creativity: Barros is a drummer. Ross has a painting hanging in Tasty Burger, a Fenway 
restaurant. Walczak built a black box theater in the Codman Square Health Center and 
partnered with the Huntington Theatre Company on an annual summer Shakespeare 
production. Connolly points to lasting impressions of the bands and poetry he enjoyed while 
living and teaching on Manhattan’s Lower East Side in the 1990s — experiences that taught 
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him not just about urban struggles, but also, “quite frankly, why it is cool to live in the city.” 

That intangible is what Create the Vote wants the next mayor to consider as he or she sets a 
platform and assembles a budget. The coalition argues that galleries, festivals, and theater 
infuse Boston with a vitality that makes it a draw for tourists and area residents alike. 

“This is why we live here. This is what makes Boston and Massachusetts special,” said Wilson. 

MassCreative is lobbying for funding for theater and cultural projects not just as a quality of 
life issue, but as an economic driver, attracting tourists and suburbanites downtown, and 
unifying people within the neighborhoods. It is also trying to change the views of voters who 
may con- sider the arts “nice, but not necessary,” and to get voters to commit to judge a 
candidate in part on commitment to the arts. 

Boston’s financial support for the arts pales in comparison to other cities, activists say. 

New York’s Department of Cultural Affairs spends about $18 per capita on the arts. Boston’s 
Office of Arts, Tourism, and Special Events spends roughly $2.5. 

But the effort is “not just about the money,” said Gary Dunning, president and chief executive 
of the Celebrity Series of performances and a member of the team coordinating the forum. “It’s 
the notion that an arts policy is absolutely integral to the fabric of the city – from housing 
policy to transportation policy to education policy,” he said. 

Dot Joyce, a spokeswoman for Menino, argued that the mayor has been a loyal supporter of the 
arts across the city and downtown. 

“It’s unfortunate that they don’t see the real work that has been done,” she said. 

Joyce noted his work in restoring Theater District halls and the Strand Theatre in Uphams 
Corner and support for shows across the city, including the current installation of globes as 
public art along the Boston Common. 

These efforts and arts in the neighborhood reflect the mayor’s commitment to the arts, as well 
as his belief that “art is everywhere, for everyone, and in every corner of the city,” Joyce said. 

While Create the Vote acknowledges those efforts, the coalition hopes to prod the next mayor 
to modernize the city’s approach with a more cohesive strategy, more funding, and a broader 
vision. 

“What we had is a mayor who had a host of challenges and interests,” said Jill Medvedow, 
director of the Institute of Contemporary Art, one of the Create the Vote organizations. “We 
have a lot to be grateful for. The new mayor is going to go into office in the 21st century. This is 
a different moment and it requires some new approaches, new ambitions for this city.” 
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Sample 501(c)(3) Organizational Policy for Election Season 
 
501(c)(3) organizations may engage in many forms of advocacy, including nonpartisan election-
related activity. However, 501(c)(3) resources may not be used for partisan political activities, 
including supporting or opposing a political party or organization and supporting or opposing 
candidates for public office. In an election year, it is especially important for 501(c)(3) organizations to 
remind their staff and volunteers that certain election activities on behalf of the 501(c)(3), or using the 
resources of the 501(c)(3), are prohibited. Many organizations develop internal policies included in 
their employee manuals to provide clear guidance to staff.  
 
In your policy, it is important to distinguish between what individuals may undertake in the name of the 
organization and what individuals who work for 501(c)(3) organizations are permitted to undertake as 
individuals separate from their organization. Individuals are not prohibited from supporting or opposing 
candidates in their personal capacity, as long as they do not use 501(c)(3) resources. For more 
information  on  this  subject,  see  Alliance  for  Justice’s  fact  sheet  “Election Activities of Individuals 
Associated with 501(c)(3) Organizations.”   
 
Below is sample language that you may consider using to notify your staff of these rules. Each 
501(c)(3) organization must assess its own level of risk tolerance, and your 501(c)(3) organization 
may choose to restrict more activities than the example below.  
 
Sample Language 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alliance for Justice (AFJ) is a 501(c)(3) organization. By law, none of its staff time or resources 
can be used for partisan political purposes—that is, to support or oppose any candidate running 
for public office. This is a strict prohibition and any perceived violation could result in a costly 
investigation by the public, media and/or IRS, and possibly the loss of our tax-exempt status.   
 
Examples of activities to avoid include:  
 

 Making statements that favor or oppose candidates or political parties at any AFJ event 
or meeting or in any AFJ official publication, including the website.  

 Posting comments that favor or oppose candidates or political parties on any AFJ social 
media, including our blogs, Facebook pages, Twitter accounts (including staff accounts 
that are associated with AFJ), etc.   

 Allowing a candidate, political party, PAC or any group working in a partisan political way 
to use our conference room without charge.  

 Giving a candidate political party, PAC or any group working in a partisan political way 
any AFJ mailing list. 

 Forwarding an email from a candidate, political party, PAC or any partisan political group 
that came to your AFJ email account.  Do not use your AFJ email address to subscribe to 
candidate or political material.  If you inadvertently get candidate or political emails at 
work, delete them and unsubscribe your AFJ email address from the email list.  

 Viewing candidate, party or other political events or advertisements online on an AFJ 
computer.  

http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Election_Activities_of_Individuals_Associated_with_501c3_Organizations.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Election_Activities_of_Individuals_Associated_with_501c3_Organizations.pdf
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The information contained in this fact sheet and any attachments is being provided for informational purposes only and not 
as part of an attorney-client relationship. The information is not a substitute for expert legal, tax, or other professional advice 
tailored to your specific circumstances, and may not be relied upon for the purposes of avoiding any penalties that may be 

imposed under the Internal Revenue Code. Alliance for Justice publishes plain-language guides on nonprofit advocacy 
topics, offers educational workshops on the laws governing the advocacy of nonprofits, and provides technical assistance for 
nonprofits engaging in advocacy. For additional information, please feel free to contact Alliance for Justice at 866-NPLOBBY. 
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 Making statements or handing out literature supportive or critical of a candidate, political 
party or PAC at an AFJ event.  

 Using the copier or postage machine to make copies of campaign materials or to mail 
them.  

 Making  or  receiving  telephone  calls  in  support  or  opposition  of  a  candidate  using  AFJ’s  
phones.  If you receive such calls at work, advise the caller to call you at home or on your 
cell phone in the evening or on the weekend.  

 Wearing political buttons or t-shirts while representing AFJ at any event or meeting or in 
the office.  

 Putting partisan political signs, bumper stickers or political buttons up in your office area 
or office window.  

 Paying for or attending political events hosted by political parties, campaigns, or other 
entities. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Many organizations with which you may be familiar, such as Human Rights Campaign and 
Planned Parenthood Action Fund, are 501(c)(4) organizations that can engage in partisan 
election  activity.    Don’t  look  to  other  groups  to  determine  whether  you  can  do  something,  since  
AFJ’s  tax-exempt status may be different than that of other nonprofits. 
 
If you have any questions about these policies, please contact your supervisor. 
 

Note: These organizational prohibitions do not inhibit your individual participation in 
election activities, provided you do not use any AFJ resources act or represent that you 
are acting as an employee, volunteer, officer or Board member of AFJ.  Examples of the 
type of individual election activities you may participate in include voting, making 
financial contributions to candidates, volunteering for a candidate on your own time 
(weekends or evenings), or running for office.  

http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/501c3_Employees_Running_for_Office.pdf
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Election Checklist for 501(c)(3) Public Charities 
Ensuring Election Year Advocacy Efforts Remain Nonpartisan 

 
Federal tax law explicitly prohibits activity by 501(c)(3) organizations that supports or opposes 
candidates for public office, but it also recognizes the importance of their participation in the 
democratic process.  The law allows charities to engage in a wide variety of nonpartisan election-
related activities, including voter registration and education as well as ballot measure campaigns.   
 
The  IRS  prohibits  what  it  calls  “campaign  intervention”  by  501(c)(3)  organizations.  A  501(c)(3)  
organization may not help or hurt the chances for election of any particular candidate or group of 
candidates, regardless of political party affiliation. For instance, a 501(c)(3) could not campaign to get 
specific women or Latinos elected, even if they do not care whether the candidates are Republican, 
Democrat, or even if the election is non-partisan (no party affiliation). 
  
A  501(c)(3)’s  role  during  an  election  must  be    educational  – and to encourage civic participation. 
Although there is a lot a 501(c)(3) can do around an election, the organization needs to stop short of 
directly or indirectly telling people how to vote or for whom to vote. 
 
Permissible Election Activities by 501(c)(3) Public Charities 
 
With certain restrictions, a 501(c)(3) MAY do the following: 
 

 engage in limited lobbying, including work on ballot measures 
 continue  to  advocate  for  the  organization’s  issues  during  an  election  year 
 educate all of the candidates on public interest issues within the purview of the organization 
 criticize sitting elected officials, especially if the organization has a history of doing so                                                                           
 publish legislative scorecards 
 conduct nonpartisan public education and training sessions about participation in the political 

process 
 prepare candidate questionnaires and create voter guides  
 rent, at fair market value, mailing lists and facilities to other organizations,                                                                       

legislators, and candidates if an on-going activity and not arranged only for a particular 
candidate or party 

 conduct nonpartisan get-out-the-vote and voter registration drives1 
 canvass the public on issues  
 sponsor candidate debates  
 work  with  all  political  parties  to  get  its  positions  included  on  the  party’s  platform 
 distribute communications in close proximity to the election that do not expressly advocate for 

the election or defeat of the candidate, but refer to a candidate (often described as 
“electioneering  communications”)2  

                                                            
1 This fact sheet addresses the rules for 501(c)(3) public charities.  There are additional rules regulating voter registration 
and get-out-the-vote activities of private foundations.   

http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Ballot_Measures_and_Public_Charities.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Praising_And_Criticizing_Incumbents.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Setting_the_Record_Straight.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Candidate_Questionnaires_and_Voter_Guides.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Hosting_Candidate_Debates.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Voter_Registration_Rules_for_Private_Foundations.pdf
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 Conduct voter protection activities 
 establish an affiliated 501(c)(4) organization, which can engage in partisan electoral activity as 

a secondary activity 
 
The IRS considers ballot measure advocacy to be lobbying, not election activity. A 501(c)(3) public 
charity can support or oppose ballot measures (and should count the cost against its lobbying limits), 
but should avoid tying its ballot measure messages to candidates or political parties. 
 
What 501(c)(3)s Cannot Do 
 
While there are a number of activities 501(c)(3) public charities can do, there are a few activities they 
cannot do.  501(c)(3)s are prohibited from: 
 

 endorsing candidates for public office 
 making any campaign contributions (whether monetary or in-kind) 
 making expenditures on behalf of candidates 
 restricting rental of their mailing lists and facilities to certain candidates or engaging in such 

business transactions for the first time with candidates 
 asking candidates to sign pledges on any issue (for instance, ask candidates if they promise to 

support the DREAM Act if elected) 
 increasing the volume or amount of criticism of sitting officials who are also candidates, as 

election time approaches 
 publishing or communicating anything that explicitly or implicitly favors or opposes a candidate 
 highlighting the differences between candidates for public office on a high-profile issue on 

which the candidates in an election have diverging views  
 making a positive or critical reference to someone in his or her status as a candidate  
 engaging in issue advocacy when your organization cannot articulate a clear non-electoral 

purpose for the activity or communication 
 criticizing sitting legislators or other elected officials by attacking their personal characteristics 

or attacking them in their status as a candidate, rather than focusing on the substance of a 
policy issue 

 
 

The information contained in this fact sheet and any attachments is being provided for informational purposes only and not 
as part of an attorney-client relationship. The information is not a substitute for expert legal, tax, or other professional advice 
tailored to your specific circumstances, and may not be relied upon for the purposes of avoiding any penalties that may be 

imposed under the Internal Revenue Code. Alliance for Justice publishes plain-language guides on nonprofit advocacy 
topics, offers educational workshops on the laws governing the advocacy of nonprofits, and provides technical assistance for 
nonprofits engaging in advocacy. For additional information, please feel free to contact Alliance for Justice at 866-NPLOBBY. 
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2 Federal and state election laws often require disclosure of electioneering communications (including at times the donors 
who helped pay for the communication) and may require the inclusion of disclaimers identifying who paid for the 
communication.   

http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/501c3_Contact_with_Parties_and_Candidates_concerning_Election_Protection_Efforts.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/The_Practical_Implications_of_Affiliated_501c3s_andc4s.pdf
http://bolderadvocacy.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Ballot_Measures_and_Public_Charities.pdf

